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The field-emission tunneling barrier has been mapped for the doublet and quadruplet emission
patterns associated with organic adsorbates on tungsten. The tunneling barrier was mapped by
photometric probe-hole field-emission electron microscopy~PhotoFEEM!. The adsorbates were
deposited by evaporating a film of the molecule copper-phthalocyanine~CuPc! but it may be
polymeric groups of CuPc or decomposition products. The tunneling barrier displays unexpected
structures that are not seen in the corresponding field-emission images. Doublet patterns observed
in the FEEM image can display singlet structures in the corresponding PhotoFEEM barrier maps.
Similarly, quadruplet patterns in the FEEM image can display doublet structures in the PhotoFEEM
barrier maps. This behavior is similar to supply limited tunneling previously observed in the
field-emission barrier of a clean tungsten emitter. An analysis of deviations from purely linear
Fowler–Nordheim behavior indicates that the observed structures arise from independent emitters
that are spatially superimposed on the surface. ©2000 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Imaging of organic molecules with high-resolution tu
neling electron microscopies has attracted considerable in
est for almost 50 years. However, the subject has also
tracted an almost equal amount of controversy because o
notorious difficulties in interpreting the resulting images1,2

When first studied with the field-emission electron micr
scope ~FEEM!, the imaging of molecular adsorbates w
quickly abandoned because of the inability of field-emiss
measurements to unambiguously determine the nature o
observed patterns. Today, the imaging of individual m
ecules has returned to prominence with the developmen
the scanning tunneling microscope~STM!. Although ambi-
guities still exist in the interpretation of molecular ST
images,2 significant progress has been made by modeling
surface tunneling barrier by quantum chemistry calculatio
The effect of the surface tunneling barrier has often b
described by an effective local work function3–5 although it
is recognized that the observed barrier height is modi
from a true work function by surface charge effects and
sorbate polarizabilities.3,6,7

In this article, we present a series of experiments in wh
we have mapped the spatial structure of the field-emiss
tunneling barrier for organic adsorbates on tungsten. The
sorbates were deposited from a molecular beam of copp
phthalocyanine~CuPc! and likely consist of single CuP
molecules, multiple CuPc complexes, thermal decomposi
products and contaminants. By measuring the tunne
probability independent of the supply of tunneling electro
we can separate the contributions of the barrier and the l
density of states~LDOS! to the appearance of FEEM

a!Current address: Surveillance Systems, MIT Lincoln Laboratory,
Wood Street, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173; electronic m
gcondon@ll.mit.edu
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images.8 The field-emission tunneling barrier has be
mapped for the characteristic doublet and quadruplet FE
images associated with small organic adsorbates. Analog
measurements of the local tunneling probability can be m
with the STM by determining the exponential variation in t
tunneling current with respect to the tip-sample separat
However, attempts to extract the local barrier height~as de-
scribed by the work function! from STM measurements of
ten yield systematically low values due to tip-sample wo
function averaging and variations in the orientation of t
local surface normal.3 The FEEM technique used in this a
ticle offers the advantage of being able to measure the
neling barrier without the additional complications of
nearby probe electrode and has been used to measure s
crystal face work functions for tungsten in good agreem
with accepted values.8 We have observed unexpected spat
structures in the field-emission barrier that provide new
formation on the field-emission imaging mechanism and
able us to speculate on the origin of tunneling electrons
served in the emission patterns of molecular adsorbates

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed with a multichann
photometric probe-hole FEEM, called the PhotoFEEM,8 to
map the spatial structure of the field-emission tunneling b
rier for CuPc adsorbed on a tungsten field emitter. By ga
ering a series of FEEM images as a function of voltage,
mapped the field-emission barrier across the surface by m
suring the slope of the Fowler–Nordheim relation, ln(I/V2)
vs (1/V) whereI is the tunneling current andV is the applied
voltage,9,10 from luminosity-voltage data for each pixel in th
set of images~Fig. 1!. The Fowler–Nordheim slope is use
as a measure of the local tunneling probability because o
direct proportionality to the area under the tunneling barr
at the Fermi energy10 and, therefore, in the Wentzel–
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Kramers–Brillouin ~WKB! approximation, to the classica
action. It is important to note that the Fowler–Nordhe
slope does not measure the height of the tunneling bar
usually described as the work function (f), but is strongly
dependent on it—going asf3/2 for a simple Sommerfeld
metal9 as opposed tof1/2 for the tunneling barrier probed b
the STM.11 Since the tunneling current depends both on
local tunneling probability and on the supply of tunnelin
electrons~i.e., the LDOS!,12 the patterns observed in tunne
ing electron microscope images arise from an interplay
these two factors. However, the Fowler–Nordheim slope
derivative of the current-voltage characteristic and ess
tially independent of the magnitude of the tunneling curre
Therefore, the PhotoFEEM barrier maps represent the di
bution of tunneling probability across the surface indep
dent of the supply of tunneling electrons. A comparison
FEEM images to their corresponding PhotoFEEM barr
map can be used to determine the whether the emission
a particular region is limited by the size of the local tunn
ing barrier or by the supply of tunneling electrons.8

By constructing an appropriate model of the surface e
tric field, absolute barrier heights can be extracted from
measurement of the Fowler–Nordheim slope. However,
cause of the complicated nature of the surface charge s
ture in the presence of a polarizable adsorbate, we have
attempted such an analysis in this work. Regardless,
variations in the Fowler–Nordheim slope can still be cons
ered equivalent to variations in the local tunneling proba
ity. If the surface field strength is roughly constant over t
area of interest, which may indeed be the case for sm
adsorbates, these variations will also be approximately e
to variations in the local barrier height.

We chose CuPc as our target molecule in this work

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the PhotoFEEM technique.~A! A series of
FEEM images are taken over a range of voltages. The pixel intensitie
each image are proportional to the tunneling currents at the correspon
points in the emission pattern.~B! A ‘‘virtual probe hole’’ of arbitrary size
and shape is constructed by extracting a set of pixels from the images~C!
Luminosities,L, are obtained by integrating the pixel values over the pro
hole for each voltage.~D! A Fowler–Nordheim analysis is performed on th
linearized data ln(L/V2) vs (1/V).
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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cause it has been studied extensively by a variety of sur
analytic techniques, including both FEEM and STM, a
because of its structural similarity to other interesting m
ecules such as chlorophyll-a and hemin.13 CuPc is a fourfold
symmetric compound consisting of a copper atom s
rounded by four pyrrole units bound in a porphyrin ring
which two carbon atoms of each pyrrole unit are also par
a benzene ring~Fig. 2!. Since the earliest studies in th
1950s, it has been known that CuPc produces several dis
tive patterns in the FEEM including well-defined single
doublets and quadruplets.1,14–16Given that the dimensions o
an individual CuPc molecule are roughly 10 Å310 Å, the
structures observed in these patterns indicate subnanom
resolutions in the FEEM images of this molecule. Althou
the normal resolving power of the FEEM is approximately
nm, the enhanced resolution present in the images of C
may be attributed to the decrease in the local radius of c
vature due to a small molecule sitting on the emit
surface.15,17–20 It has also been suggested that CuPc m
adsorb in polymeric stacks1 and, therefore, the images ma
correspond to structures significantly larger than a sin
molecule.

Our apparatus~Fig. 3! consisted of a stainless steel ultr
high vacuum system containing a tungsten field-emitter f

in
ing

e

FIG. 2. Kekulé structure of the organic molecule copper–phthalocyan
~CuPc!.

FIG. 3. Schematic of the vacuum system used in the CuPc PhotoFE
experiments and described in the text. The camera, digitizer, and com
controller were located external to the system and are not shown.
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ing a P-1 phosphor (Zn2SiO4:Mn) screen settled on a fiber
optic bundle. The CuPc was prepared by repea
sublimation in a quartz sidearm that was evacuated b
dedicated turbomolecular pump and connected to the re
the system by an all-metal, straight-through valve. Af
cleaning, the valve was opened and a low-energy molec
beam of the CuPc was admitted into the main cham
where it was deposited on the surface of the emitter. T
field emitters were prepared by electrolytic etching of 6 m
tungsten wires in a 1 N NaOH solution and were cleaned
annealed by resistive heating to white heat of a 12 mil m
lybdenum mounting loop. In order to encourage deposit
of the polarizable CuPc molecules at the cathode’s apex
dosing procedure was performed with an electric field
plied to the emitter. This approach provided the additio
benefit of being able to observe the deposition process in
field-emission image. Unfortunately, repeated dosings
cleanings of the emitter with field applied resulted in surfa
carbon contamination and significant ‘‘build up’’ of th
edges of the close-packed planes.1,21 This complicates our
observations because of the presence of unknown org
adsorbates, probably thermal decomposition products
CuPc, on the surface. Furthermore, since most small org
adsorbates produce identical FEEM images,22 it is impos-
sible to determine the exact source of the images within
limitations of the FEEM. The buildup of the surface e
hances the preferential deposition of the polarizable C

FIG. 4. FEEM images~left! and corresponding barrier maps~right! for a
doublet~top! and a quadruplet~bottom!that display the same morphology i
both the image and the map. Fowler–Nordheim slope values, in volts
indicated on the scale bars for the barrier maps.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 18, No. 3, MayÕJun 2000
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molecules at sharp edges and, as a result, the majority o
data were taken from the edges of the~110!and~211!planes.
This produces asymmetries in some of our images due
nonuniform magnification at sharply curved surfaces.

In order to increase the stability and dwell times of t
molecular images,1 the field emitter was cooled by liquid
nitrogen and the main chamber was ion pumped to a pres
lower than 1029 Torr for all experiments. Images were ca
tured with an analog charge coupled device~CCD! video
camera located external to the system and digitized to
3512 pixels at 8 bits~256 gray levels!. At least 18 video
frames were summed for each image in order to increase
dynamic range of the data. The images were then norm
ized, dark corrected and calibrated for phosphor respons
a function of electron energy before analysis.8 Precautions
were taken to eliminate photometric artifacts including t
use of a fiber-optic bundle to reduce the transmission of s
tered light and the elimination of long exposure images t
displayed low-light CCD nonlinearities. High voltage wa
provided by a210 kV power supply and anode curren
were measured with a picoammeter to calibrate the respo
of the phosphor screen. The majority of the data were ta
between 3 and 5 kV with a voltage increment of 25 V b
tween images. The entire experiment was controlled b
computer running custom code developed in-house for
PhotoFEEM system.8

re

FIG. 5. FEEM images~left! and corresponding barrier maps~right! for a
FEEM doublet that displays a singlet in the PhotoFEEM barrier map~top!
and a FEEM quadruplet that displays a doublet in the PhotoFEEM ba
map~bottom!. Fowler–Nordheim slope values, in volts, are indicated on
scale bars for the barrier maps.
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FIG. 6. Curvature in the Fowler–Nordheim coordinates as a function of pixel number~right! for the paths shown on the FEEM image of a quadruplet~left!.
This quadruplet, also shown in Fig. 2, displays a well-defined doublet in the PhotoFEEM barrier map whose peaks are indicated by crosses on
image. The curvature was measured as the coefficient of the quadratic term in a second-order polynomial fit to a Fowler–Nordheim plot of ln(L/V2) vs (1/V)
whereL is the photometric luminosity. Note that the curvature is pronounced only where the two states are spatially superimposed in the image.
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A total of 27 experiments were performed from which
doublet and 18 quadruplet patterns were chosen for anal
The patterns were selected based on clarity, stability and
presence of the molecule in at least 10 consecutive ima
None of the molecular patterns chosen for study displa
any significant structural variations over the set of data
ages. For each molecular pattern, a 1003100 pixel ‘‘barrier
map’’ of the Fowler–Nordheim slope was constructed us
the PhotoFEEM technique. Of these patterns, three of
doublets~21%! and eight of the quadruplets~44%! appear
identical in the PhotoFEEM barrier map to their appeara
in the field-emission images~Fig. 4!. Since the tunneling
current is primarily determined by the size of the local tu
neling barrier, these results are not surprising—one wo
expect that the regions of greatest emission in the FE
images would correlate directly with the regions of small
tunneling barrier measured by the Fowler–Nordheim slo
However, several molecular images displayed very differ
and surprising behavior~Fig. 5!: 6 of the 14 doublets~43%!
displayed a singlet structure in the barrier map and 3 of
18 quadruplets~17%! displayed a doublet structure in th
barrier map. In all of these data sets, the minima in the t
neling barrier were located in dark regions of the FEE
patterns. This behavior is quite unexpected—one would
pect that a minimum in the tunneling barrier would produ
a maximum in the tunneling current. The remaining mole
lar images, five doublets~36%! and seven quadruplet
~39%!, display an intermediate behavior in which there
regions of small barrier size in the dark clefts of the FEE
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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images but the barrier maps do not possess any well-defi
structure.

Our ability to measure the tunneling barrier of low em
sion areas is fundamentally limited by the minimum lum
nosity we can detect. The apparent absence of a barrier s
ture in the dark areas of some data sets may simply be ca
by insufficient photometric data in those regions. Howev
other more interesting possibilities exist. For example,
observed distribution of barrier morphologies may be due
variations in the adsorption conditions among the individ
data sets. However, attempts to correlate the different be
iors with different regions of the surface were inconclusiv
Another possibility is that, even under the same adsorp
conditions, there may be a statistical distribution of barr
types for the adsorbate. An example of this type of eff
would be the existence of multiple charge states of the
sorbed molecule. It has been suggested that uncharged C
on the surface may not emit1 and, therefore, this effect coul
also be related to the unexplained statistical distribution
image types as well. Additional factors, such as coadsorp
with surface impurities and CuPc polymerization, may affe
our results but could not be evaluated in these experime
Hopefully, future experiments will be able to identify th
principal factors in determining the observed distribution
barrier structures for the different image types of CuPc.

In order to clarify the difference between the structur
observed in the FEEM image and the PhotoFEEM bar
map, a further analysis was performed to determine the s
tial structure of deviations from purely linear Fowler
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FIG. 7. Fowler–Nordheim plots of ln(L/V2) ~arb units!vs (1/V) (31024 V21) for ~A! the pixel exhibiting the maximum curvature in the top trace of Fig
and~B! the pixel exhibiting zero curvature at the junction of the two traces in Fig. 6. The second-order polynomial fit is indicated by the solid curve
best-fit line by the dashed curve.
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Nordheim behavior. When the currents from independ
field emitters are measured together, the resulting curre
voltage characteristic will not be strictly linear in th
Fowler–Nordheim coordinates, ln(I/V2) vs (1/V). In fact, the
Fowler–Nordheim plot should display a curvature that d
pends on the distribution of Fowler–Nordheim characte
tics contributing to the measured currents.10,23This effect has
previously been used to study the adsorption of barium
tungsten21 and the distribution of emission characteristics
microfabricated field-emitter arrays.24,25For our analysis, we
went back to the original single pixel ln(I/V2) vs (1/V) data
and, instead of fitting to a straight line as in the tradition
Fowler–Nordheim analysis, we fit to a second-order poly
mial and used the coefficient of the quadratic term as a m
sure of the emission’s nonlinearity. Our analysis showed
when different structures were observed in the FEEM im
and the PhotoFEEM barrier map, then the curvature w
greatest where they were superimposed and approxima
zero elsewhere~Fig. 6!. In the context of these experimen
this implies that these structure arise from differe
emitters—possibly different energy states of the adsorbat
different molecules in a coadsorbed complex. It should
noted that even the largest deviations from linearity are q
small ~Fig. 7!. However, since the linear term should go
the average work function of the two emitters while the qu
dratic term would go as the difference in work functions23

the small observed curvatures would be consistent w
emission from two closely spaced energy levels. In orde
verify that the observed curvatures were not due to low-li
nonlinearities in our imaging system, similar measureme
were taken in the dark regions adjacent to the molec
images and the effect was not observed.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 18, No. 3, MayÕJun 2000
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III. DISCUSSION

The similarity between the doublets observed in the b
rier maps of quadruplet images and the doublets observe
other FEEM images raises the possibility that these str
tures arise from the same source. Other experiments h
already indicated that the emission from CuPc arises fr
multiple states26,27 and that the different image types can
associated with different Fowler–Nordheim slopes.28 In the
course of our experiments, a single tantalizing run of d
was acquired in which a FEEM quadruplet with a doub
barrier map spontaneously converted to a FEEM dou
with the same orientation as the barrier map doublet as
field strength was increased. Unfortunately, insufficient d
were acquired to construct a barrier map for this subsequ
FEEM doublet and the effect has proven difficult to repr
duce. If indeed these structures can originate from the s
source, it would be difficult to describe the different imag
as arising from different conformations of the adsorbate
the surface. Obviously, investigation of the relationship b
tween the structures observed in the FEEM images and
corresponding barrier maps represents an important are
further research.

The lack of chemical information in tunneling electro
micrographs has long been a problem for the interpreta
of the resulting images.1,2,3,22Several possible sources for th
observed structures have been proposed including molec
orbitals,29 adsorbate ‘‘waveguide’’ states30–32and diffraction
patterns33 but none has been proven unambiguously. Wh
quantum chemical calculations have proven useful in the
terpretation of STM images,29,34,35 this technique has no
generally been applied to FEEM images. However, sin
these calculations tend to produce only fourfold symme
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barriers for CuPc,29 the observations reported in this artic
present a novel challenge for this approach. Ultimately
will require chemically specific techniques such as ato
probe or any of a number of spectroscopies to answer th
questions.
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